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INTRODUCTION
Context & Vision
Division street corridor has fostered a community with a unique
identity and strong community history that makes it an active
and eclectic neighborhood. Division Street consists of many
small locally-serving businesses and single family residential
housing. The character of the division neighborhood can be
defined by its diversity of age groups, art and crafts oriented
businesses, pedestrian friendly environment and collection of
small streetcar-era main street buildings.

A revitalized commercial core on Division Street, focusing on
food establishments, retail and new housing has brought a
significant increase in the property value of the area.
Nonetheless, it is highly desirable to maintain affordability and
keep the local neighborhood economic activities alive. It is of
great interest to the community members to support new
commercial and residential development without the loss of
existing neighborhood character and history or quality of life.
It is the hope of the community to work toward an evolving
corridor filled with a mix of new and existing buildings that are
sustainable, well designed and well crafted, with an
environment designed to support a vibrant mix of neighborhood
businesses, and many gathering spaces for social interaction
and community vibrancy.

How to use the Guidelines
At a minimum, the guidelines are intended to be a required
reading item for future development applicants determining
"compatibility” and relationship to context.

Since the City adopted the Division Green Street/ Main Street
Plan (2006), the corridor has been dedicated to creating a
pedestrian friendly, mix of commercial and residential with a
focus on sustainable and green development. A key goal is to
maintain a vibrant, 20-minute neighborhood where its residents
can live, work, and walk to locally serving neighborhood
businesses.

 Designers and Developers should use the guidelines to
help better understand the community’s goals, desires and
design preferences for the look, feel and style of new
developments and for how a project should help integrate
with the larger vision for the Division corridor. A project that
complies with the design guidelines is likely to encounter less
opposition and delays and is likely to engender better
community support and overall compatibility.
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 Neighborhood Associations should use the guidelines to
help educate property owners, community members and
developers/designers about neighborhood goals, help reduce
or mitigate impacts of new development, and provide
leverage with City staff and project applicants/designers to
advocate for specific community design goals.

□

□
 Community members can use the guidelines to help find the
common language that designers, developers and city staff
understand when advocating for specific design approaches
to improve compatibility of new development. This can help
community members better communicate what they do and
don’t want using design terminology that proposed
development and design teams on new projects can better
understand.
 City Staff and Policymakers should review the Division
Design guidelines when evaluating new development
proposals for consistency with community plans and policies
especially when determining “compatibility” and relationship
to context. While the guidelines may be voluntary in nature,
they are still a strong expression of community priorities
expressed today and throughout the 2006 Division Green
St./Main St. Plan.
Neighborhood Engagement & Notification
The Richmond Neighborhood Association has adopted a
Community Notification and Engagement Policy which outlines
key efforts required when a new development process is
proposed. The process includes:
□
□

Encouraged visit to the Neighborhood Association at the
Conceptual Design Stage
Required visit to the Neighborhood Association at the
Design Development Phase so the project can be
discussed and any community priorities, special synergies,
or concerns can be identified

Project materials to bring to the Neighborhood Association:
The following should be provided by the designer or
developer including copies of the proposed site plan,
context elevation showing new and existing development,
solar shading analysis and privacy and view impact
analysis/drawing.
Follow-up response to comments form.

Community Priorities
When using the guidelines, it can be helpful to consider the
needs, priorities and concerns of different audiences. Refer to
the table below when communicating about design and
development plans and desires.
Audiences

Audience Needs, Priorities & Concerns

New residents:

Affordability, livability, cost, quality construction,
access to air and light, noise, access to
amenities/transit/services

Existing
Resident’s
concerns:

Mitigating impacts to privacy, retention of
community character and identity, parking, solar
access, views (blank walls), noise, trash,
congestion, design.

Developers:

Clear design direction, minimizing project delays
and costs

Designers:

Clear design direction, minimizing project delays
and costs, leverage to advocate for good design
practice and quality

City Planners/

Consistency with policy frameworks/goals/other
design tools, address concerns of all constituents,
clarity of community goals and preferences

Policymakers
Neighborhood
Associations

Clarity of community goals and preferences,
assistance with mitigating neighborhood conflicts,
providing leverage, anticipating concerns of all
parties
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DESIGN GUIDELINES

Scale & Massing
Goals (from 8.28.14 DDC)
(1)

Minimize the appearance of building size, bulk and scale.
Strategies should include the use of stepdowns,
stepbacks, building articulation, balconies, and landscape
buffers.
(2) Maintain sun, air, light for building occupants, adjacent
residents and businesses.
(3) Increase visual continuity of the main street corridor
including building character, streetscape, neighborhood
identity, and overall building quality.
(4) Encourage new developments to relate to existing main
street character and neighborhood patterns.
(5) Preserve important neighborhood qualities such as a
connection to local history and culture, historic streetcarera building character, and sense of place.
(6) Support a diversity of housing types, sizes, and price
ranges to serve all segments of the population,
encouraging family oriented-housing models, 1-3 bedroom
unit configurations and amenities (e.g. courtyards and
green spaces as play areas).
(7) Encourage retention of existing affordable housing and
inclusion in new developments.
(8) In commercial and mixed use developments, promote
active streetscape and storefronts.
(9) Increase access to green space and public gathering
spaces (e.g. plazas and courtyards) and create places
and amenities for lingering and contemplation (e.g.
building integrated seating), provide weather protection
(e.g. awnings).
(10) Promote sustainability and green building design practices
(a key goal of the Division Green Street/Main Street Plan).

□ Minimum of 18’ first floor height
□ 3 stories preferred, if 4th story, then should stepback top
story a minimum of __ feet to maintain a feeling of 3 stories.
□ Step up/down to taller building heights
□ Stepped heights: Not more than 2 stories scale transition
preferred, but if not accommodated then alternatives should
include x, y, and z (e.g. landscaping, art, windows,
balconies)
□ Avoid boxy building forms – by breaking up massing
(balconies, stepbacks, articulated rooflines, stepping up and
down roofs and building heights, etc.

Placeholder Image
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Compatibility & Contextual Design
Transitions
□ New development should demonstrate compatibility with the
adjacent architecture by incorporating a minimum of 3 of the
following 7 features similar to the neighboring architecture:
□ Scale
□ roof forms
□ window proportion or patterns
□ materials
□ Style
□ Ornamentation elements
□ Color
Relate to Neighborhood Patterns
□ Relate Building Form to Existing Context & Established
Division Main Street Area Patterns. The following are typical
area-specific neighborhood patterns found on Division,
Hawthorne & Belmont):

Stepbacks
□ Upper level side stepbacks – Above the first story, use side
stepbacks 10’ from property line, maintain street wall
□ Light wells – Provide for interior daylighting if developing on
side lot lines. Provide light wells not less than 12 feet wide
parallel to the exterior wall and not less than 5 ft deep
(Illustrate with graphic)

□ 45 Degree Angle Cut Building Corners – maintains
visibility for vehicles & pedestrians and when cut out
solely at first floor can create areas to
□ Raised sills (bulkheads) and storefront windows
□ Clerestory windows
□ Visible Building Increments of 25’-50’
□ Regular rhythm of recessed entries every 20’
□ Include permanent awnings & overhangs for
windows and entries
□ Window variation and patterns that relate to adjacent
buildings
□ Articulated rooflines
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Where transitions should be considered and
mitigating design measures used for new
development
a) On Arterials that abut Division
b) On Division Street between buildings
c) On new buildings facades abutting residential uses
New buildings Should Avoid/Minimize:
□ Light overspill
□ Overconcentration of windows
□ Privacy impacts (ensure balconies located with care)
□ Excessive shading (define excessive) of adjacent
properties. This is especially key for southern
exposures, relationships next to food producing
gardens, roofs with solar panels or structures that rely
on passive or active heating/energy generation
Encouraged at Transitions:
□ Provide screening from balconies to maintain privacy
of adjacent neighbors
□ Create or maintain larger landscape buffers to mitigate
residential privacy impacts

Historic Preservation
□

Encourage the preservation and adaptive reuse of older
quality buildings
□ If updating an older historic building, use the Historic Design
Review “hierarchy of compatibility” approach to first match
the building, then the adjacent development, then the
character of the surrounding context/street.

Placeholder Image

Storefront – Encouraged Elements
□ Relate to neighborhood patterns (see above)
□ Generous storefront windows, with transom and clerestory
windows above
□ Covered entries, and rain protections for the pedestrian
along the sidewalk
□ Building -integrated awnings, canopies and overhangs
□ Operable windows and rollup doors with windows to open to
street
□ Arcades
□ Building integrated seating (Roman Candle)
□ Entry doors with transparent windows
Incorporate art – tiles, bike parts, etc.
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Architectural Style

Sustainable Design

Encouraged Styles that are traditionally represented in the
Neighborhood [show examples of each style]:
o Main Street Storefront Commercial
o Art Deco
o Streamline Modern
o Arts & Crafts
o Spanish Mission

□ High Performance building design for energy and water

Exemplary SE building architectural examples [by corridor]:

□
□
□
□

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Ford Building
Eugenio’s (35th & Division?)
Double Barrel (20th & Division
American Local (30th & Division)
Roman Candle & Ava Gene’s
Oregon Theater
Move the House Project (38th & Division)
Sunshine Tavern Building
BMW Building on Hawthorne
Shanghai (28th & Division)
Others….(more missing middle examples)

Site Design
□ Maintain “Solar Equity” for adjacent uses to the extent
feasible
□ Ecnourage “Missing Middle” housing types (courtyards,
plexes, townhouses, ADU’s) that both add significant
density and also respond to neighborhood building massing
and form.
□ Include a plan for adequate loading & service access
□ Pedestrian-oriented design is encouraged including
walkways, passeos and passthroughs.

(e.g. zero energy buildings, LEED, Passivehaus)

□ Provide innovative stormwater management features that to
support green infrastructure functions (green roofs, living
walls, etc)

Materials
Corrugated panel allowed
Natural and durable materials
Brick, wood, metal and steel is encouraged
Graffiti barrier coating of street level building materials is
encouraged (e.g. sacrificial and permanent coatings
□ “Real” Stucco – should include a plan for maintenance
□ Reuse materials where possible

Landscape
□ Preserve landscaping of significant size (X Caliper or
height?)
□ Maintain existing larger (define) plant materials
□ Landscape screening abutting lessor zoned site
□ Encourage native species

Lighting
□ Dark sky lighting to protect from over-lighting (see Tuscon
code)
□ Minimize light trespass from interior and exterior electric
lighting onto adjacent residential properties
□ Façade lighting should be shielded - or at a minimum
captured on façade (Ford Building example)
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Residential Unit Orientation &
Configuration
□ Encourage unit sizes and configurations that support
flexibility in furnishing arrangements
□ Encourage unit orientation that is sensitive to relationship
with other neighbors within and outside the building
□ Option to convert to live/work if on the first floor

Commercial/Retail Space
Configuration
□ Design for future expansion (moveable walls)
□ Big enough for a diversity of uses and business types
(especially for neighborhood services as well as retail)
□ Option to convert to live/work if market conditions are less
supportive of retail
□ Encourage reuse of existing residential buildings for
commercial uses

Discouraged/Not Allowed
Examples of three various pedestrian oriented signage

Signage
Signage is encouraged to be oriented to pedestrians not cars.
Other signage preferences for Division:
□
□
□
□
□
□

Artful and colorful signage
Figurative signs
Classic Portland shaped signs
No internally lit box signs
Billboards are not allowed
Neon signage is not discouraged (see Goleta Design
Guidelines)

□ No blank walls above the second story
□ Metal screens on the street facing facade
 Vertical plane metal screens should not cover more
than 25% of street facing façade (show an example
here of what is not working and another of how it could
be done better)
 Should not obscure windows
□ Storefront windows should not be obscured more than 25 %
(e.g. frosted or fritted glass, excessive signage or
advertising that overly obscures storefront is discouraged)
□ Façade – Composite panel siding not more than 25%
□ Plastic siding
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Public Space
The neighborhood encourages all developments to provide
shared indoor or outdoor space that will benefit the surrounding
community (Examples: D-Street Village interior paseo, St.
Honore courtyard)
Strategies should include:
□ Building design that encourages public interaction
□ Space for sidewalk cafes
□ Activation of alleyways for dining, seating, public accessways, and art
□ Building integrated seating
□ Plazas and courtyards
If including a public/private actively use space, ensure the
following:
□ Plan for a noise mitigation approach (including
landscape buffers, water features to provide white noise)
and discourage outdoor uses after 10 pm (already in
code)
□ Ensure availability for receptacles for trash and recycling

Streetscape
Unify the corridor through consistent design approaches.
Encourage streetscape themes that connect and reflect the
surrounding community through art, water, education,
environment, history and culture.
□ Decorative benches
□ Trash & recycling receptacles
□ Artful bike racks
□ Kiosks
□ Wayfinding that helps visitors
navigate, reinforce neighborhood
identity and sense of place
(signage, sidewalk paving,
roundabouts/traffic circles, art)
□ Decorative, pedestrian-oriented
lighting
□ Interactive art (e.g. sculptures on
Division)
□ Planters, hanging baskets and other landscaping that
softens the pedestrian environment
□ Street trees that contribute to color, texture, habitat and,
protective canopy
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APPENDIX | Key Sites & Properties Likely to Redevelop at Important Locations on Division

#

Key Site Name & Location

Site Description

1

Division Gateway - All four corner sites of Division & NW Corner: Existing one story restaurant and tavern with tower architecture
and angle cut corner surrounded by two large adjacent surface parking lots
Cesar Chavez

on Division and Cesar Chavez; NE Corner: Neighborhood drugstore with
bus stop and two adjacent blocks of parking lots fronting Cesar Chavez; SW
Corner: Gas station and bus stop; SE Corner: OHSU Richmond Clinic and
adjacent large parking lot.

2

Blue Sky Motors - SW Corner of 33rd Place

Small corner lot, existing old service station building

3

St. Phillip Neri Parking Lots – N Side of Street
between 15th & 16th & Division

Very large parcel adjacent to historic brick building complex of church and
education buildings.

4

Seven Corners – 20th/21st & Division

ADD DESCRIPTION

5

Hosford-Abernethey Gateway- 11th/12th & Division

UPDATE
Surface parking lot on prominent corner parcel

6

Village Merchants Parking Lot – NW Corner of
41st & Division

Parking lot currently used by local vintage retailer and consignment shop.
Shared space with local food truck and outdoor seating

7

33rd Place

Parking Lot on N. Side adjacent to yoga studio

8

All Around Automotive & Hedge House - 35 &
Division, SW Corner and midblock site

Older 1-story auto shop with parking lot in front and small bungalow
converted to commercial restaurant with one of the few green spaces and
larger trees on the street. (Owner plans to develop both sites)

9

Mt Tabor Neighborhood Gateway - 50th & Division
SE Corner

UPDATE DESCRIPTION

10

SE Richmond Gateway S-Curve at 43rd & Division

th

ADD DESCRIPTION

10

Special Buildings on SE Division Street
Building Name
Description
1

Eugenios (formerly)

2

The Victory

3

Drawing Studio

4

Address

Year Built

Single story, brick, traditional main street
storefront with sidewalk seating and landscape
planters
2 story, Brick, tradional main street storefront
design
Deco architecture, large streamline designed
canopy (now removed)

3588 SE Division

1919

2509 SE 37th Ave

1924

3621 SE Division

1936

Oregon Theater

Brick two story corner building with tower.
architecture of merit.

3542 SE Division

1926

5

Ford Building

Prominent renovated brick warehouse building
with offices above and ground floor commercial
services.

2505 SE 11th Ave

1914

6

St Phillip Neri

Modernist brick church - significant
architecturally. New sanctuary designed by
Peitro Belluschi, architect. Old Sanctuary is brick
classical.

2408 SE 16th Ave
Old sanctuary (at SE 16th
and Hickory)

7

Stumptown/Woodsman

Brick single story main street architecture

4525 SE Division

1927

8

35th Pl. Commercial strip

Streetcar era mainstreet architecture

3574 SE Division

1926

9

Division Hardware

Simple, single story building with Deco rooflines

3734 SE Division

1915

10 LB Market Mixed Use
Corner Building

Wood board and batten siding, oriel window
projection at corner, special character.
Appearance indicates some needed restoration.

3612 SE Division

1909

11 Hedge House

Bungalow adapted to commercial restaurant.

3412 SE Division

1920

12 Roman Candle/Ava
Gene's

3377 SE Division

1920

13 Landmark Café

Deco rooflines, valuted ceilings, simple
warehouse design rehabed into bakery and
restaurants
Bungalow adapted to commercial bar

4857 SE Division

1906

14 Longfellows Books

ADD DESCRIPTION

1401 SE Division

1927

1952; old Sanctuary built
in 1914
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Glossary of Useful Design Terms
Adaptive Re-Use: Remodeling and repurposing an existing building
to meet new market conditions. Examples include turning old
warehouses into lofts or offices, older motels into residences or
offices, and old gas stations into coffee shops.
Arcade: A series of arches supported by columns or piers; a roofed
passageway, especially one with shops on either side.
Art Deco: A subtype of the Modernist style, (see Modernist style
definition). A style of decorative art developed originally in the 1920’s
with a revival in the 1960’s, marked chiefly by geometric motifs,
streamlined and curvilinear forms, sharply defined outlines and often
bold colors.
Articulate: To give character or interest; to define.
Barrier Free Design: A building designed to be accessible to
everyone regardless of age or disabilities.
Base: The lowermost portion of a wall, column, pie, or other
structure, usually distinctively treated and considered as an
architectural unit.
Bollard: A post or similar obstruction that prevents the passage of
vehicles; the spacing of bollards usually allows the passage of
bicycles and pedestrians; bollards may also incorporate lighting.
Building Height to Street Width Ratio: The ratio of the building
height compared to the width of the street.
Bulkhead: A solid portion at the base of the storefront that frames
and protects the store window above.
Capital: The top, decorated part of a column or pilaster crowning the
shaft and supporting the entablature.
[Type here]

Casing: The finished, often decorative framework around a door or
window opening, especially the portion parallel to the surrounding
surface and at right angles to the jambs.
Character: A distinguishing feature or attribute of a building or area.
Clerestory Window: A window set in a roof structure or high in a
wall, used for daylighting.
Colonnade: A row of columns supporting arches or entablature.
Compatibility: Presentation of a harmonious character between new
developments and adjacent structures or the surrounding
neighborhood.
Cornice: A continuous, molded projection that crowns a wall or other
construction, or divides it horizontally for compositional purposes.
Context-Sensitive Design: An approach that involves design if a
building, place or streetscape so that it fits its physical setting and
preserves scenic, aesthetic, historic and environmental resources.
This approach considers the character and context of the adjacent
buildings, block and district in which the project will exist, not just the
site of the planned improvement.
Craftsman: Includes Bungalow and Cottage variations. Craftsman
style homes have low gable or hip roofs with a wide overhand.
Structural roof supports, such as knee braces and rafters, are
exposed. Wide, deep front porches are supported by thick, square,
simple columns, which often sit on brick or stone pedestals. Windows
are frequently grouped in pairs or ribbons. One- or one-and-a-half
story Craftsman homes are called bungalows.
Design Guidelines: A set of guidelines established to guide
development to meet certain criteria in such areas as quality,
appearance and the architectural features of a development.
Design Overlay: Design Overlay’s are a zoning tool that designates
special design, planning or zoning requirements within the specific
area. For example, new development of sites or areas within a

12

design overlay may be required to meet specific design standards or
special architectural design review.
Detailing: The use of small architectural features or elements to give
character or definition to a space or building.
Development Incentive: A bonus or supplemental encouragement
to a developer, generally given by a governmental agency, to
encourage certain types of development (e.g. affordable housing).

This refers to using building mass and proportions that relate to the
size of the human body to maintain a feeling of comfort and
proportion at the street.
International: A functional architecture devoid of regional
characteristics, developed in the 1920’s and 19230’s in Western
Europe and the U.S. and applied throughout the world: characterized
by simple geometric forms, large untextured, often white surfaces,
large areas of glass, and general use of steel or reinforced concrete
construction.

Eclectic style: Of or pertaining to works of architecture and the
decorative arts that derive from a wide range of historic styles, the
style in each instance being chosen for its appropriateness to local
tradition, geography or culture.

Italianate (Victorian era): Style that includes low pitched or flat
roofs, wide eave with details, smaller second floor windows,
recessed porches, symmetrical window patterns, and a formal entry.

Façade: The front of a building or any of its sides facing a public way
or space, especially one distinguished by its architectural treatment.

Kiosk: A small structure used as a newsstand, refreshment booth,
etc

False Front: A form of 19th and early 20th century commercial
architecture. Single story gabled buildings with the false front
extending the façade vertically and horizontally so as to create a
more interesting profile and convey the illusion of a larger size.

Live/Work Space: Property that serves both as a residence and as
a business for a person/family. While offices with outside entrances
are often thought of when it comes to live/work, the commercial
aspect could also be small retail, workshop, or possibly as food
service.

FAR (Floor to Area Ratio): The buildings total usable floor space
compared to the size of the lot the building sits on.
Flush-mounted Sign: A sign that is mounted directly on the wall or
slightly insert.
Gabled Roof: A roof sloping downward in two parts from a central
ridge, so as to form a gable at each end.
Hardscape: In landscape architecture, the non-living components of
the design, especially walls, walks, overhead structures, stones,
benches, and similar objects.
Human Scale: The size of proportion of a building element or space,
relative to the structural or functional dimensions of the human body.

Loggia: A colonnaded or arcaded space within the body of a building
but open to the air on one side, often at an upper story overlooking
an open court.
Main Street Overlay: The City of Portland’s Main Street Overlay is
a zoning designation that within the specified area encourages
higher residential densities by allowing greater building heights,
reduced required building coverage for residential developments,
and more flexibility in site design. The goal is to provide transitoriented residential densities along major corridors.
Main Street Program: The Main Street program is part of the Trust
for Historic Preservation and is designed to help preserve and
improve commercial districts.
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Masonry: Building with units of various natural or manufactured
products such as stone, brick, or concrete blocks, usually with the
use of mortar as a bonding agent.

to direct development in certain areas. The overlay area may or may
not share the same boundaries as the standard zoning destinations.
New developments within an overlay must follow design guidelines,
requirements, and/or other restrictions established by the
governmental agency.

Mass: The overall volume or form of a building element.
Mediterranean (Spanish Eclectic): An architectural style found in
moderate climates such as those along the Mediterranean Sea, in
Mexico, and the coastal region of Southern California. Materials
include stone, stucco surfaces for walls, terra cotta floor and roof
tiles, and a limited use of milled lumber. Other features include lowkeyed traditional colors, exposed stone and woodwork,
Spanish/Mediterranean inspired ironwork, canvas, benches,
fountains, arbors, signing, lighting, traditional pacing and
landscaping.
Mission Revival (Spanish Eclectic): (1890-1920) The
reintroduction of a style characterized by stucco walls, round arches
supported by piers, hip roof with red tiles, Decorative stringcourse
outlining the arches, and overhanging eaves with exposed rafters.
Modernist Style: Characterized by a plain, undecorated design with
modern materials of concrete, metal, and glass.
Mosaics: A picture or decorative pattern made by inlaying small,
usually colored pieces of tile, enamel, or glass in mortar.
Non-Conforming Use: A non-conforming use is created when a
zoning regulation is changed and the existing building on the site no
longer fits into that zone but is grandfathered in because it already
exists. An example of this would be a house that is now in a
commercial area but is allowed to stay as residential, until the
property owners decide to do something new with the site at which
point it must conform to current zoning codes.
Overlay: An overlay is a regulatory tool, which creates special
provisions over the standard zoning in a specific area and is created

Parapet: A low, solid, protective wall or railing along the edge of a
roof or balcony.
Paseo: A connecting walkway that joins streets, open plazas,
courtyards, cafes, and shops through the central portions of City
blocks. A paseo sometimes serves as a connector between parking
facilities, commercial street frontage, and other popular destinations.
Paseos are intended for use by the general public and may be either
publicly or privately owned and maintained.
Pedestrian Amenities: The type of amenities that are along a street
that makes it a pleasing pedestrian environment. This can include
the size of sidewalks, places to sit, a buffer between traffic and the
pedestrian environment, trees to shade, canopies to protect from
weather, and public spaces.
Pedestrian Oriented: Describing an environment that is pleasant
and inviting for people to experience on foot; specifically, offering
sensory appeal, safety, street amenities such as plantings and
furniture, good lighting, easy visual and physical access to buildings,
and diverse activities.
Pedestrian Passageways: A type of pedestrian facility that is
located on private property. Pathways can serve a variety of
functions, including linking separate buildings on a single site, linking
buildings on adjacent sites, and connecting private buildings to
sidewalks or paseos.
Pergola: A structure of parallel colonnades supporting an open roof
of beams and crossing rafters or trelliswork, over which climbing
plants are trained to grow.
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Portico: A porch having a roof supported by columns, often leading
to the entrance of a building.
Public Realm: Public space and public right of way such as streets,
sidewalks, and alleyways formed by the architectural or landscape
features of the area that is available to anyone.
Public Right-of-Way: Includes, but is not limited to, any street,
avenue, boulevard, lane, mall, highway, sidewalk or other pedestrian
pathway, bike path, trail, or similar place that is owned or controlled
by a public entity.
Quality of Life: The general well-being of a person or society,
defined in terms of health and happiness, rather than wealth. Factors
that makes the area a good place to live might include a good
physical environment, and access to air and light, neighborhood
services, economic opportunities, and places to experience the
public realm.
Queen Anne (Victorian era): (1880-1910) A late Victorian
architectural style displaying ornamentally textured surfaces,
especially those with highly picturesque rooflines, eccentric surface
patterns, frequent use of bay windows, and chimneys that
incorporate molded brick or corbelling.

Stepback: (ADD DEFINITION)
Stepdown: (ADD DEFINITION)
Storefront: A front room on the ground floor of a building, designed
for use as a retail store.
Streamline/Art Moderne: A subtype of the Modernist style (see
Modernist Style definition). Characterized by simplicity and economic
style. Symbolic of dynamic twentieth century of speed and machine.
Streamline Moderne relies on synthetics-plastics, plywood, black
glass, and chrome strips.
Streetscape: The visual elements of a street, including the road,
adjoining buildings, sidewalks, street furniture, trees and open
spaces, etc, that combine to form the street's character.
Transfer of Development Rights: Allows a developer to transfer the
ability to develop a property in a certain way to another comparable
property. While there are many reasons why development rights may
be transferred some of the common ones include transferring
development to a more acceptable spot, protecting a historic site,
historic structure, open space, or other sensitive area.

Relief: The projection of a figure or form from the flat background on
which it is formed.
Reveals: A recessed edge, especially the exposed masonry surface,
between a window jamb and the main face of the wall.
Sense of Place: The characteristics of the area that make it
recognizable as being unique or different from its surroundings and
give a feeling of connection or belonging.
Site Plan: A plan prepared to scale that shows how a new
development will use a piece of land including buildings, other
structures, natural features, uses, and principal design.
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Examples of Architectural Styles in the
Neighborhood

Art Deco
(ADD DESCRIPTIONS OF EACH COMMON STYLE WITH
REPRESENTATIVE GRAPHIC)
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